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Traditional solidarity and modern social security harmony or conflict?

Hans F. Zacher

THE BASIC PATTERN OF MODERN SOCIAL SECURITY

In order to explain the relationship between traditional solidarity and modern social security, it is useful to recall the pattern on which modern social security is based. (On the development of modern social security see: Köhler 1979; Köhler and Zacher 1981.)

The first element of this pattern is the specific structure of modern society. Basically, people live in small households – as parents with young and adolescent children, as married couples without children, or as single persons. The adults in such households generally earn money by working. If there are children, one of the adults – traditionally the wife and mother – may devote herself to looking after them, and perhaps not work outside the household and not earn an income.

The second element is the economy. This is characterised by the “division of labour”. Production and distribution are functionally divided amongst various economic units (large and small companies, handicraft businesses, farms, etc.). In these economic units the work is again divided amongst the people who work in them. This division of labour entails incessant processes of exchange so that production and distribution bring about their eventual results. In this context, goods and services are exchanged for money (prices and wages).

This forms the basis for the evolution of modern social security (Zacher 1982). The development starts from the general rule that every adult earns a living for himself and his family (at any rate for the children and largely also for the spouse) by working (either as an employee or self-employed). The basic assumptions are: (a) that work provides income; and (b) that the income is adequate to meet the needs of both the income earner and his family. Within this context there are three central, potentially problematic areas.

1) Work and income: the organisation of work and earning of income by work. In the case where the individual has assets, he can, of course, substitute for income derived from work such income as he may gain by putting his capital to work or by consuming his assets. However, the phenomenon of the “capitalist” living on his capital is to be excluded...
from the following discussion. It is not a solution which is available to the broad masses. But the use of assets – particularly savings – as a substitute for or a supplement to income when income from work is totally lacking or inadequate, is extremely significant from a social point of view.

2) The satisfaction of needs: the organisation of the production and distribution of goods which people need to meet their needs, such as food, clothing, housing, education, training and care. This can be performed by private enterprise or by administrative bodies, in the framework of “social market economy” or planned economy.

3) The support unit: group of persons who are interdependent or all dependent upon one of their number for the satisfaction of their individual needs. Normally the income of the wage earner is passed on to his dependants as support, in the form either of money or of goods purchased to satisfy the needs of the unit. Within the support unit, needs are also satisfied directly, the main example being a mother’s care for her children.

The rule that each individual has social responsibility for himself and his nuclear family is realised in a dynamic process which comprehends these three areas. The rule is, of course, no more than a rule in the sense of a standard case and exceptions are both a possibility and a reality. The following social deficits are typical.

1) In the area of work and income a person may be unable to work completely or partly, permanently or temporarily, through sickness, invalidity, old age, etc. Alternatively a person may be unable to utilise his capability of working as in the case of unemployment. During the absence of the capability or while the capability cannot be utilised, there will be no income.

2) Social deficits occur with regard to the satisfaction of needs if a range of goods, such as housing, food or medical care, is so expensive that it is inaccessible to poorer people, or its purchase entails a disproportionately high burden for them. There are other emergency situations which have similar repercussions. For example, as a result of the level of development, a war or a catastrophe, certain goods may not be available at a given place or time. Or some groups in a society, discriminated against because of their race, religion or otherwise, may be denied access to the goods required to satisfy their needs. It is not imperative to discuss this at length here.
3) With respect to the support unit, deficits occur in particular when one of the "useful adults" (the wage earner or the mother who looks after the children) is missing (e.g. because of death) or repudiates his obligations (e.g. refuses to provide support). The constitution of a support unit can also result in an insufficiency of income in relation to needs, if there is a disproportion between the numbers of actual wage earners and children in the unit, as in the case of families with numerous children.

These deficits constitute the central concern of measures in furtherance of social policy. To a certain extent it is reasonable to respond to the problems by measures in those areas in which they occur. For example, if a worker is prevented from working for a short time by sickness, it is reasonable for labour law to oblige the employer to continue to pay the worker's wage for this period. But there are limits. If, for example, a person is handicapped, and so permanently unable to work, labour law cannot reasonably oblige an employer to pay him a wage in perpetuity. The welfare state which wants to do justice to its concept has, in the final analysis, no alternative but to replace income derived from working by social benefits. Thus, from the start, there are two different types of solutions to the "natural" social problems we have described as social deficits:

- internalising solutions solve problems by acting in the areas in which they arise;
- externalising solutions solve problems by acting outside those areas.

These solutions assign the function of compensating for social disadvantages to various bodies, some already existing, such as local government and state authorities, some created for this specific purpose, such as social insurance institutions.

Here are two examples:

1) Rules that protect the worker from occupational hazards are within the problem area of work and are a component of labour law. They are a priori internalising solutions. The consequences of work accidents, however, may be met with either an internalising or an externalising solution. Employer's liability is an internalising solution. Insurance of the employee against accidents at work is an externalising solution.

2) In the field of school education for children there is a danger of parents preventing their children from obtaining education. In this case, the
solution is sought through rules of family law. A priori, this is an internalising solution in the problem area of the support unit. In contrast, a different form of the problem arises if the education system is organised in such a way as to disadvantage some children (e.g. those living in the country). Improving the school system is then an internalising solution within the problem area of need satisfaction. However, the provision of the parents or children with social benefits (family benefits, training, etc.) through the state or through a special fund in order to relieve them of some or all of the costs of the training would be an externalising solution.

Social security in the sense used here refers principally to externalising solutions. Modern social security has sought and found an increasing number of solutions to a core group of major, typical deficits: sickness, maternity, invalidity, old age, death leaving behind dependants, work accidents and occupational diseases, unemployment and family burdens through children. The principal solutions are:

- social insurance
- non-contributory schemes financed by taxation (demogrants)
- social compensation (for war victims, etc.)
- social promotion programmes (e.g. for families, for training promotion, for rehabilitation, etc.), and
- poor relief (in its more modern form known as social assistance).

As already mentioned above, services to meet certain needs in kind (e.g. for children, elderly persons, drug addicts, etc.) are part of a specific area lying between externalisation and internalisation. On the one hand they have the character of externalising solutions as they are taken over by the state, and on the other they are in the nature of internalising solutions because the specific social problem is inseparably embedded in a larger field of correlations.

The terms used in this context in various countries and eras are extremely ambiguous. This cannot be discussed at length here. But it is necessary to mention some modes of categorisation. Apart from the administrative "internalisation" of the satisfaction of needs (e.g. through a general education system, a general national health service), the arrangement of the various institutions involves the following questions in particular:

- The alternatives of services in kind and benefits in cash.
- The alternatives of individual allocation according to need (poor relief/social assistance; depending on the nature of the treatment, generally
also benefits of social work, care, medical attention, etc.; and allocation according to more generally determined standards such as according to contributions (as in the case of old age pensions of the social insurance system) and according to minimum or typical needs (as with flat rates, demogrants).

- The alternatives of provident provision against specified risks secured by contributions which entitle the person to future payments of benefits (social insurance); and tax-financed programmes rendering services and benefits to all citizens, inhabitants or similarly defined groups in all cases of specified need (demogrants, social services).

To achieve its aim of social security, the welfare state must nearly always combine several of these methods. An overall system of social security cannot be achieved by applying only the method of social insurance, only the method of poor relief (social assistance), or only the method of the demogrant. We nearly always find a combination of most varied methods: abstract standardisation of benefits and individual decision as to what is necessary; provident provision under which the size of benefits depends upon the income of the beneficiary as reflected in contributions, and provident provision according to typical conditions (demogrants); benefits which are defined by their social aims and benefits dependent upon a particular cause of loss (like provisions for war victims, crime compensation, or accident insurance). Unfortunately, "social security" is often identified with only one of these methods. This conceals the reality.

But we must also think back again to the close relationship between internalising and externalising solutions. This relationship is of major significance in the overall picture of a country's social security. Internalising and externalising solutions may be regarded as alternatives (as in the example of a worker suffering illness, where the "internalising" continued payment of wages by the employer is an alternative to the "externalising" sickness benefits of the health insurance scheme). They can be combined in sequence (taking the same example: the wage may continue to be paid for a time after which sickness benefits become payable). They can also be combined in parallel. Thus, to take another example, in the case of old age, a person may receive both an old age pension through the social insurance scheme (an externalising solution), and a pension from the employer (an internalising solution). The possible combinations can become even more sophisticated when taking into account that both private law and labour law also provide externalising solutions not mentioned so far. These are the private insurance or separate pension schemes (e.g. for old age) which employers may establish for their employees or trade unions for their members. Thus, in the case of old age a multi-layer system is
possible: the basis a demogrant (e.g. a flat rate pension) funded by taxes; then a social insurance benefit or a benefit from an occupational system related to working income; then an employer's voluntary undertaking or an individual insurance contract supplementing the two other insurances.

In sum a "social security pluralism" has developed: a large number of methods and systems are employed to complement one another in the search for optimal results from a social, financial, administrative and legal point of view. Of course, there are differences between countries with a market economy and socialist countries. The latter, apart from the conferment of privileges on party officials, deserving revolutionaries, etc., have uniform systems in which the internalised solutions to social problems in the firms (i.e. also in labour law) play a major role (on which see e.g.: Jahrbuch für Ostrecht 1979; Manz and Winkler 1985). In contrast, countries with market economies tend to have a greater variety of (mainly externalising) solutions (Zacher 1981).

In every case legislation is needed to organise and regulate all these different mechanisms (cf: Zacher 1984; Cranston 1985). Such legislation necessarily defines and thus standardises such aspects of life as sickness, invalidity, and old age. In real life all these phenomena have nebulous contours. When is a person ill or not ill? When is he or she able or unable to work? When is he or she old or not? However, social security systems tend to set up clearly defined limits in place of these flowing transitions. Thus social life meets with new structures and the behaviour of the individual is given a new orientation. New scope for individual choice of action evolves. Someone who is "slightly ill" must decide whether to continue to work and draw his wage or to claim he is ill and be paid sickness benefits. Someone who does not find quite the job he would like on the labour market must decide whether to accept work that does not appeal to him or to try to draw the benefits of the unemployment scheme.

This standardising of life by social legislation is at its most important in respect of marriage and the family. Social security systems cannot cover every possible definition of the support unit, neither can they cover every possible distribution of roles within this unit. Thus, questions such as whether a couple is married or not, to whom children in the household belong, and whether old people belong to the household, gain specific significance. Moreover, social legislation can change the situation within the family unit. In some circumstances the payment of an educational grant to a child tends to separate this child from the family unit. Payment of children's allowances to the head of the family increases the children's dependence. Generally we find that the laws referring to social security establish completely new structures and standards of behaviour for the life of the individual, and the groups and the society to which he or she belongs.
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TRADITIONAL SOLIDARITY

The structures and processes of traditional solidarity are essentially different in every respect.¹ Let us take the extreme case. In the archaic family, in the archaic village, in the archaic clan, in the archaic farm community, and indeed, in almost every pre-industrial urban household, the three areas of work and income, coverage of needs, and support largely coincide. The roles of the wage earner, the mother raising the children, and the recipient of support are not separated from one another as they are in the urban industrial society. Similarly, the different phases of life are not clearly defined. Children of a young age and old people also join in the work; thus everyone contributes to the support of all.

The extent to which a community provides itself with the goods it needs or obtains them through exchange with other communities, depends on various circumstances: the form and size of the communities, the state of the economic system, and the degree of development of trade relations, especially the degree to which the barter economy has given way to a money economy. The development of civilisation also plays a considerable role. The more differentiated the needs are, the larger must be the units that cover these needs. This gives rise to questions about the internal structure of such units. This is not the place to analyse all these possibilities: the large unit in which a uniform authority assigns everyone as directly as possible a place; the stratified society which solves the problems by more or less strong contrasts of rule and subordination; or the complementary system in which the larger unit (the village or clan) does what the smaller unit (the family or domestic community) cannot afford. But in every case, units of the size of present-day states mean relatively little for the daily social life of archaic societies.

The fact that, in archaic societies, the areas of work and income, of the satisfaction of needs, and of support largely coincide does not automatically imply that all needs are satisfied, that everybody has the same kind of needs, or that by working everybody makes the same contribution to the satisfaction of his and others' needs. The capacity of the unit sets an absolute limit which is generally not supplemented by any instance of what we would nowadays call national or international redistribution. Relative, internal differentiation results from power relations which, as history shows, can lead to extreme disproportions in the division of labour, in the satisfaction of needs, last but not least, in the extent to which work may result in the satisfaction of needs. Archaic units are thus not necessarily egalitarian units. Moreover, by their very nature, archaic units by no means ensure that everyone finds a possibility of existence in them, and especially the possibility of an existence which we would today describe as being "worthy of a human being".
Therefore, the archaic society is distinguished not so much by the same coverage of essential needs of the individual as by the fact that the ability to take up a normal, full working role does not entail the ability to earn what is necessary for oneself and one's family. Work is determined by social position and the satisfaction of needs is determined by social position.

The strict correlation between work, income, satisfaction of needs and support on the one hand and incapacity for work, absence of income, inability to satisfy needs and inability to provide support on the other, so characteristic of the industrial age until social security eased the situation, is unknown in archaic societies. Today we know that the rule of reciprocity or mutuality prevails in archaic societies. However, it does not generally operate over short periods of time, namely the working hour, working day, working week of working month, but rather is effective over phases of life. Anyone who does not work will in the long run be subjected to sanctions, which may take the form of a reduction in the satisfaction of his needs or in other social disadvantages, or punishments. However, anyone, such as a handicapped person, who always has greater needs than he himself can cover by working, will have his needs satisfied. The child has in his favour the expectation that he will be able to work later on, while the old person has the benefit of having worked all his life.

In the terminology used above to analyse modern social security we can say that archaic solidarity knows only "internalising" solutions for social problems. The distinction between the "internalising" and "externalising" solutions does not occur a priori. We can, indeed, go further and say that social problems as such do not become apparent in archaic societies. This is because the standards of work, of coverage of needs and of support are at the same time the social standards by which social deficits would have to be identified.

The social entities in which this takes place develop over a considerable time. Their rules are not positively made and laid down as are the rules of modern legislation. They are experienced by the society and its members. They may change with time, but there is no authority competent to change these arrangements. Law and moral principles are still largely one unit, and these rules are frequently also of a religious nature or determined by religious motives. Moral principles and religion, however, can change only by a process of development and not through instructions.

TRANSITIONS AND ENCOUNTERS

1. The Transformation of Social Conditions

As development occurs, however, the three areas of work and income,
the satisfaction of needs, and support become ever more clearly separate. People work and earn in the town, in industry or in the service sector. Needs are determined and covered partly in the town, partly still in the village, partly by the public administration (e.g. as to schooling and medical care). The unit of support, the family, may remain intact, but it may also be temporarily split if, for example, most of the family remains in the village while one or more members move to the town to work.

As the areas of work and income, of the coverage of needs and of support separate, social deficits occur, such as were discussed at the outset in the context of modern social security. Thus, the units in which traditional solidarity was effective – the family, the village, etc. – are faced with a new and difficult challenge. While their control over the work and needs of their members decreases, they remain inescapably responsible for the satisfaction of the needs. They need to balance the work that individual members do outside, and the income thereby obtained by those individual members, together with the work that other members contribute within the system of the unit, against the needs, as they determine them, which require satisfaction inside and outside the unit. They also have to coordinate the demands for the new goods which development seems to make attainable with the access to the means to satisfy these new needs. The quicker the process of change and the incorporation of a society into this development, the greater is the social friction. During this process there are shifts in the structure of the society. Thus the importance of the village may decline and that of the family increase. This may solve problems, but it usually causes new ones, too.

The problems can also be seen from the aspect of the rules. The old, traditional, known rules answered the question of how work and the satisfaction of needs were to be allocated within the same unit. They do not answer the question of the allocation of earnings from work elsewhere and the satisfaction of the ever-increasing needs within the unit. If conditions change slowly, the old standards can be adjusted unobtrusively. However, conditions usually change so quickly that the answers given by the old rules no longer suffice, and there is little effort or it is just not possible to find answers to the new challenges in the spirit of the old rules. An important feature of the old standards is that they evolved, and were not made and laid down by a positive act. Thus, new answers to the new challenges would also need social consensus, and, indeed, one might even say new moral principles, to establish themselves.

Whether and to what extent new, efficient solutions come into being, depends on a number of circumstances, such as the nature of the developmental process, the relationship between town and country, the level of homogeneity or heterogeneity of the society, the power relations in the society, its creative power, and the external influences to which
it is exposed. In addition, the religious background often plays a considerable role. The old standards usually concurred with the religion. What does the religion demand under the conditions of the new situation? Competition is liable to arise between the secular tendencies of the society and the religious forces, between politics and the representatives of the religion. The problem of religious fundamentalism affects the issue. Competition may also arise between various religions.

In real terms, the problems are expressed in the struggle of the old units to incorporate the new possibilities. Examples are the participation of the rural family in the wage of the member who earns in the town; the participation of the rural family in the new possibilities of satisfying needs which open up in the town; the participation of the rural family in the social benefits the town-dwelling member receives, but also the opportunity of the same member who has worked and earned in the town without breaking the link with the rural family to return to it when the town no longer offers him a possibility of subsistence.

However, the possibilities of solving the problems by forming new rules in the spirit of the old standards remain limited. Ultimately, the intervention of state-made law becomes inevitable (Zacher 1984; Cranston 1985). However, conversely this intervention is one of the reasons why the adjustment of social standards to the new situation no longer occurs autonomously. This applies particularly if the state pursues modernisation objectives through legislation, or tries to change social values. (See e.g. Schaeffer 1983; Bryde and Kübler 1986.) Thus, for example, the state intervenes in some African countries to improve the position of women (UNECA 1982). But whatever the reasons may be, once this intervention of state-made legislation occurs, the legislative rules come into competition with the social rules. The result can be harmony or conflict, reciprocal complement or reciprocal paralysis. In any case the development produces an increasing concentration on the responsibility of state-made legislation, of the state courts and authorities. Even when the state endeavours to preserve the old contents of traditional solidarity – or at any rate rather than abolishing them tries to develop them – the technique of regulation is nevertheless increasingly modern.

2. The Difficulties of Modern Social Security

Modern social security also is faced with difficulties during the state of development. It is confronted with various forms of social life which it is not adapted to service. Modern social security takes as its preconditions such factors as the compactness of the nuclear family, the clear division of roles in the small family, and the full-time work of the wage earner. However, in social orderings which follow upon the dissolution or change
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of traditional solidarity, the most varied arrangements are found.

The transition in a country from archaic social conditions and traditional solidarity to a modern, industrial, urban society with the basic starting points for the methods of modern social security, is always linked with often widely differing technological, economic and social conditions in that country. However, modern social security requires a certain minimum set of living conditions. Let us take a closer look at the character of modern social security.

First, social security fundamentally aims to maintain social normality. All social security measures, whether for sickness, maternity, invalidity, old age, accidents at work, occupational diseases, unemployment, death of the wage earner, or large numbers of children, are nothing else than attempts to prevent or at least reduce the drop into subnormality. This drop threatens if, as a result of any such occurrence, a person’s income fails to materialise, the need for medical treatment or such like constitutes an unbearably high burden, support to dependants ceases, or there is too large a discrepancy between the income of the wage earner and the needs of dependants in a family with a large number of children.

Secondly, poor relief (social assistance) is oriented towards those living in a state of subnormality. It provides a minimum of help in order to prevent subnormality from degenerating into the utter misery of starvation, hypothermia, etc. However, poor relief can operate thus as an element in modern social security only as long as such subnormality is exceptional.

Thirdly, in fully developed welfare states some benefits aim to secure equal access to normality or to improve the position of the individual within the range of normality. These are in particular the provision of or assistance with training, and the opportunity to acquire educational and professional qualifications. However, these also require that the enjoyment of these facilities should be available to the majority of people, that is, should be a characteristic of the social normality towards which the benefit programmes are oriented.

Thus, there needs to be a broad range of normality on the basis of which the social deficits can be identified and to which definitions of need, capacity to make provision, the appropriate level of benefits, etc. can be related.

This premise causes difficulties for systems of social security even in developed countries if living conditions – such as in the USA – are extremely divergent. These problems are, however, even more serious in countries
where the scale of socio-economic conditions ranges from the rural subsistence economy of modest, archaic communities to the living conditions of an urban society which are affluent by any international standards. The range of variation is wide not only in terms of the division of labour and the differentiation of work and income. It also concerns the levels of needs and the possibilities of satisfying them. Indeed, it concerns the entire mode of life and standard of living.

Thus, there is not a single “normality” but many “normalities” of working relationships, support units, needs, and possibilities of satisfying needs, and in particular of incomes. This variety can be so extensive and significant that no system of modern social security can satisfactorily accommodate it. It is also impossible to meet this variety by providing a corresponding variety of systems of modern social security. There are two main reasons. First, the various social relationships are not differentiated enough. Family ties as well as spatial and social mobility incessantly intermingle the most different “normalities”. The “normalities” are not compartmentalised in such a way as to permit the setting up of separate systems of social security for each one of them. Secondly, these social conditions which are similar to the archaic community where work and the satisfaction of needs are concerned are opposed to the specific techniques of modern social security in direct proportion to their similarity to that archaic community.

There is a further difficulty. Modern social security requires a minimum level of economic development, if not of prosperity. Therefore, economic conditions often make the use of techniques of modern social security difficult even when, according to the social circumstances, they might be possible, such as in the urban, industrial sector.

SOLUTIONS

Experience shows that methods of modern social security in developing countries can, generally, reach and protect only a relatively small proportion of the population, and this hardly the poorest. Indeed, modern social security in, for example, Latin America, is often a privilege of the middle classes, whose political position enables them to push through systems of social security for themselves and whose economic situation enables them to contribute to the financing of the provisions set up for them. (See the classic Mesa-Lago 1978.) Modern techniques of social security should therefore be seen as only one element in a comprehensive strategy of social security adapted to the particular conditions of developing countries. This strategy must be “social security pluralism”. We already know this phenomenon from the industrialised countries. In the encounter and transition between archaic solidarity and modern social security it
gains a quite new dimension (see e.g. Bossert 1985). While the social security pluralism of the industrial nations exists within a single normality, it is important here to take account of the different types of normality.

The construction of social security pluralism needs to refer to an Archimedian point to avoid confusion among the variety of "normalities". This may be found by considering the different bases of the various relationships. These are the individual, the family, the clan, etc. This means that internalising solutions should be used as far as possible, before externalising solutions. Internalising solutions specifically relate to the normality in which the individual and his closest relatives live. Externalising solutions, in contrast, tend as a result of their generality to miss the normality which determines the life of the individual.

What does this strategy of social security pluralism through internalisation mean in concrete terms? First of all, it means that the elementary units of social solidarity in which people work and meet their needs, such as families, village and clan communities, have to be strengthened and stabilised. Their ability to subsist must be promoted. Depending on the circumstances, expedient measures can be, for example, land reform, agricultural instruction, provision of seed after poor harvests, or replacement of livestock in cases of epizootic disease. In parallel, the open and differentiated interplay of roles according to which work is divided, and according to which needs are satisfied, should not rashly be destroyed through standardising regulation, such as is associated with modern social security.

The preservation and promotion of the ability to subsist do not suffice. It is also necessary to help these communities to find and realise their rules in the changing conditions. They have to master the changes in economic and social conditions, in particular by enabling their members to take initiatives in seeking work and income outside their own economic unit, but also in gaining access to new material and cultural possibilities of consumption, education, medical care, etc. At the same time, however, they also have to master changes in social values, such as the development of claims to equality of women, or to the emancipation of the individual. Social entities are by now not really able to decide on new rules. But this should necessarily materialise. Cooperative structures especially could often be a solution. But state laws and courts also are still faced with the task of finding or helping to find new rules which will tend to preserve the substance of the old units. They have the task of making effective these new rules against those who try to withdraw from the old units by exploiting the mobility now given to the individual. Customary courts often witness these problems and are at the same time an important instrument for solving them. In African countries in particular they are often used to clarify the position of women, children, the disabled and
the aged in a changing community (e.g. Doumbé-Moulongo 1972; Mignot 1982; Meyer 1986).

On the other hand, wherever modern working life – and so also the separation of work from the coverage of needs – has developed, it is necessary to establish the protection of modern social security. Social deficits as a result of sickness, invalidity or old age have their special form and scope in the modern working world. Even if the background of a family or village subsistence community still exists, the risks of these social deficits can and should no longer be borne by it (Fuchs 1983, 1985; Zöllner 1983).

In these circumstances externalising solutions are both possible and necessary. However, experience shows that internalising solutions of an appropriate type are of special significance. The normality for a wage- or salary-earning employee is determined primarily by his employment. The special security systems established for the civil service, the armed forces and similar institutions, have always shown this. However, even private firms’ security systems for pensions in old age, continued payment of remuneration during sickness, and medical care by the firm or at the firm’s expense are far more widespread in developing countries than in industrial nations (Nkanagu 1985). And even if externalising solutions are employed, the advantage of income-related social insurance, financed by contributions, and related to the specific normality of each person insured, is obvious.

Certain needs cannot be satisfied for large sections of the population unless particular, planned provision is made. School education and medical care are notable examples. In order to bring these services by appropriate degrees within the “normality” of the individual, and to coordinate them with the “normality” of his family, administrative organisation and presentation are generally required. This applies in particular to the need to differentiate services in terms of their adaptability to the various living conditions to which they are to be applied – a process which can best be carried out through a centrally planned but structured organisation. The “concentric” arrangement of health services with hospitals in the centres and health stations with simply trained staff on the periphery is an example. Here again the solution is “internalising”, not now in the working world, nor in the subsistence unit, but in the administrative organisation. Social inequality in access to school education and medical care can be overcome, if at all, only if the state makes these services available.

These considerations suggest a picture of polarity between the rural subsistence economy and the urban economy with its division of labour in which administrative services (such as the education and medical systems) link the two poles. This picture is both right and wrong. It is right for elementary orientation. And it is wrong in that it conceals the locations of various living conditions between the two poles and the extent of
population drift between them. This is exactly where the challenge of social security pluralism lies. Overcoming this difficulty is largely the function of informal social processes (Bossert 1985, and references therein). For example, the social security which an invalid or old person obtains at the end of his working life in the town frequently does not suffice to live there. Consequently he returns to the rural subsistence economy from which he originally came when he was seeking work in the town, and where the monetary benefit of his social security may be worth more. A whole range of informal processes keeps this possibility open for the future. Transfers and communications pass in both directions throughout the working life. The results seem to be accidental in the individual case. The entire process, however, can turn out to be an expedient balance between the performance capacity and the insufficiency of the modern social security on the one side and of the rural subsistence community on the other. Whether state regulation could achieve more in this case than social rules and the parties' responses to their own interests, can be doubted.

There have, however, been noteworthy attempts to facilitate the link between the formal and informal systems of traditional solidarity. Mention should be made here of the provident funds which play an important role in providing security for old age in numerous developing countries (Fuchs 1985: 27 et seq.). These are compulsory savings institutions. The social security they offer consists of the repayment to the individual of the amount saved at retirement age, or sometimes in the event of invalidity. They combine a minimum of externalising with a maximum of internalising. They provide the person leaving working life with a chance of buying his way back into his subsistence community with this capital or of otherwise securing a minimum standard of provision (as, for example, through the purchase of housing, or animals, or through the acquisition of a modest income from a craft or trade). This should not obscure the facts that provident funds are a cheap solution for policy purposes and are easily misused. Nevertheless, they allow a certain flexibility in the boundary between working life and subsistence, and thereby point out the natural aspect of the phenomenon.

In quite another way administrative systems of medical care frequently make use of special features of traditional solidarity. For example, Tanzania has an administratively organised health service. However, it does not assume the costs of transportation of patients from the village to the health station (Bossert 1985: 174). That is the responsibility of the village community. The latter seems to be the right body to judge the necessity of reimbursing the transportation costs. A fascinating example of a linking of administrative health care to traditional solidarity can be found in Mexico. Here social security is assured for the case of sickness as a matter of principle through a scheme of sickness insurance, the service being thus
financed by contributions. But monetary contributions are not possible in the subsistence economy sector. Here for the payment of contributions is substituted the performance of services with which the local health station is provided. The local community allocates the duties of performing these services (Prieto 1969). While it is impossible to evaluate here the effects of this system, it may be seen that it is a remarkable attempt to link traditional solidarity with modern social security. However, this strategy does not meet the problem of people for whom social security can be provided neither by a subsistence community nor by their working life. Examples are the urban unemployed, destitute invalids, homeless children, and slumdwellers. It is obvious that their problems can be solved by society only if they are incorporated into a work process, a subsistence economy, or a combination of both (e.g. National Center Cairo 1982). It is for this reason that the notion of social security for the case of unemployment causes misgivings which go far beyond the problems of financing. Indeed, social security against unemployment has remained especially unacceptable to the developing countries. However, something has to be done about the want in which people in the present category live. Provided the economic and administrative strength of the community suffices, the appropriate technique of social security is that which in industrial nations is designed to help people in subnormal conditions, namely, poor relief (social assistance). However, it is a fact that in many countries this is not "subnormal", but is the "normal" condition of want. This demands independent solutions. Organised (administrative or voluntary) services are somewhat more likely than monetary benefits to help the "subnormal normality" of these people without threatening the other "normalities" of the working life, the subsistence economy, etc.

FINAL REMARKS

As is so often the case in other respects, developing countries have a special burden to bear in the field of social security. Merely taking over the techniques of modern social security has proven a failure. Although they are useful, indeed indispensable, for a part of the society, this is largely the better off part. Moreover, these techniques are such that the advantages of this form of social security are generally greater, the better the recipients' social position already is. A more comprehensive social policy, however, is faced with the difficulty of the variety of conditions. This hardly permits completely satisfactory harmony. Nevertheless, there is no alternative to perseverance in the search for means to achieve in each society as much correspondence as possible of the methods of social security with the various normalities of the society.
The industrial nations cannot offer a model that can simply be adopted by the developing countries. But I suggest that in the notion of the complementary nature of externalising and internalising solutions we may find a basis for discussion in which industrial and developing countries may combine their experiences most beneficially.

NOTES

1. On the concept of solidarity see Kaufmann 1984. On the subject-matter of this section generally see e.g. Partsch 1983.
2. On the following see e.g. Fuchs 1983, 1985; Zöllner 1983.
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